
M i r r o r  /  T r ac e r 

The euphoria of touching without touch. 

begin with eight line drawings. These are simple forms, abstract shapes  
and designs: a square, a circle, stars, waves. The drawings are basic 
without detail and take no more than a few seconds to make. The partners 
sit at a table facing one another. 

one partner leads the exercise by slowly tracing a line drawing in the air  
in front of their partner. The second partner follows the line of their finger, as 
though looking in a mirror. repeat with another drawing. The same partner 
traces a shape in the air with their finger and the other partner follows.

When the last drawing is finished, switch roles so that the first partner is 
following, and the second partner is tracing. 

When both partners have had turns tracing and following, begin the exercise 
again, without establishing who the tracer is and who is the follower. again 
using a finger in the air, more loosely this time, in any shape or form. This  
is done quietly. The partners mirror each other with slow methodical move-
ments. one partner may naturally lead, or they may play off each other as 
they mirror each other and try to stay in sync with the other’s movements. 

T h r e e
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c l a i r e  P oT T e r

Pe N M o N  P o i N T,  Pe N M o N  Penmon Point.  

 Penmon  

 the lighthouse, the sound

Black nose; Trwyn   

 long clear bell  

 Du.

Trwyn Du, clear sounding  

 bell.

*

 a long time since. I know this for fact. Dates are different. The cat is old, is blind, has 

manage. If it was bought in ninety-eight, it’s been spraying the walls of this house for years. 

The animal is confused, and the smell is heavy. We put down plastic beach plastic

 bleach. Tarpaulin isn’t  

waterproof but it will keep the wind out if you drive down a stake into the sand  

 Sal?

 

The girls spray bleach where the cat pisses and when they wipe, it turns a frothy mix.  

Throffy, I used to say. White on the blue tarp we lay down in the library to stop the smell, but  

it lingers. And the cat is still lost. It forgets. Its fur is falling out. One day soon it’ll be dead 

somewhere and I’ll need to pick it up. Rigid

 You have to clear the rocks first until you start to 

see the sand, then drive it in. Stack the rocks around the stake to keep the windbreak upright 

Someone’s coughing.

*

Poor puss, they’ve forgotten you haven’t they? Haven’t they forgotten you. Prop it open,  

just ajar, prop it, a few paperbacks, but is quite wet out there. The directory then. The under-

stairs cupboard.   

 

Not down there Sal, it’s dangerous.
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*

 Mon

 

Penmon is where the lighthouse is. It stands in the sound and they all stand looking at it.  

Great big thing and the birds making noise while the long clear bell  

 Eighteen steeps

 steps along the 

outcrop, on the sea edge. Sheer drop down. Steep, lapping, puffins in earshot and eightt

 eighteen waves 

before the long bell sounds. Trwyn Du they’d all be looking at—an Everton Mint in the sea. An 

Everton Mint in the Irish Sea.

 

These hands aren’t those that steadied me on the shelf. Cells changed mant

 many times my cells  

have changed since mother sat behind the windbreak.

Not the sea, which was more green, and the sky was pink and sam  

 Sal?  

 Yes?  

 Oh the cat’s  

shut out again. It’ll be hungry. You’ll be hungry puss, won’t you. Locked out all day like that—

who did it to you? Who did it. Tell me all about it lovely little cat. Come on now, puss. Come 

back inside.

*

There girls here dislike the cat. It means more work for them.They lodge in the spare room 

during term-time and go home to their mothers in breaks. They’ll be glad when puss is dead.  

I know they will. Poor puss. You’ve out-lived yourself haven’t you girl.

 

Keen, the two of them. Bright girls, making good use of the  

 library’s where they study and  

the cat pisses in the corner. Can’t be helped. Eighteen years and the door is never open.  

The younger one thinks herself an editor. Fusses over a manuscript I’ve done with. The  

older one locks the cat out.

*

Sometimes her legs are bare her feet are bare her sandals nearby. She’s looking out, sitting  

on the black nose at the head of the island. Trwyn Du at Penmon. The sea is either rough or 

calm. It takes on moods. Or I remember her in a long skirt, wrapped about her. Knees bent  

and together. Cold, maybe and looking out to Seiriol’s island where puffins go. Ynys Seiriol

 

 The sky way very pink and long at the close of day.

 

The rock there is dark and jagged and mostly made of holes. Irregular ground, unsure how  

to stand.          

 

 The sky was long strips.

 

Across the strait, the mountains salmon-lilac and the paleness of a pink baby. Carnedd 

Llywelyn, the highest; Glyder Fawr, a sharp heap, and mother up the beach. Her cheek  

blooming darker now—but not cut. A good hard crack, but not cut.

 

The fog bell sounds here every half minute. No detector’s fitted because it’s foggy all the time.

 Looks like heaven when the light is low, to a child, Penmon. 

* 

 was Daniel who helped build this library. The shelves we fitted from flea markets and  

builders merchants, there’s teak stain on the carpet. I left it. I only changed the rugs in  

 this 

room had been a dining room when I bought the place but there was a table good enough in  

the kitchen.

A very narrow house, the width of a room and a hallway. The front door leaves onto the stair-

case. To left, the sitting room door. A folding partition to the library and the patio—a few  

flags where the cat shits—down the bottom corner. But swing right at the partition for the 

entrance to the kitchen, and that’s the ground floor. Above the kitchen, the spare room as it 

looks out onto a tangle of weed. Coming forward to the face of the house, the study then 

bedroom up front. A narrow set of stairs up to the attic where the fruits of mother’s death sit 

piled  
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 The girls have been here since Christmas, not long now.

 Mother’s birthday is the seventh.

 

The girls have been here since Christmas. Daniel’s idea. Students at the university, both 

reading literature. Make good use of the books here. Help to keep the house.

 

 We’ve seen less of Daniel.

*

Sandals woven fine like baskets to carry her discarded on the rock where jammed into  

crevices the bre

 windbreak is staked. Her skin’s not broken but the right cheek’s plumper,  

pinker, strewn with purple bursts. By evening it’s darker but yellow will soon spread beneath.  

Tinged with green, and that will be healing.

 

Mother always brought me home. The tide would come in or the weather turn bad and we’d be in 

the dark with the fog bell. The only option was to go back. Call back me  

 shouting me

the girls downstairs in the kitchen or library are calling but I’m on the eastern shelf, south 

along the Menai strait with bit in my hands, combed and collected and not at all a valid case  

to stay.

 

Mother doesn’t call me back, but she approaches

 reproaches  

 Me on the eastern way toward the Menai 

bridge, twelve years old, into the nighttime. Two thin shells pierced through with a rusty nail. 

I’d broken many to get these two to stay. Mother doesn’t call these things torn net shell rattle 

dead crab anything so they are not a case to stay.

 

Up the stairs with you.

*

They buy hibiscus flowers from the health food shop on the high street. Tea and coffee  

aren’t allowed so says the quack and they listen. In the caddy the dried flowers look like  

scabs. A child’s scabs. I’d not go near them.

 

The older one showed me a video. Men picking flowers from a bush. The South Pacific, this  

is a harvest Sal. Scarlet petals. Perhaps a climber. Gathered them to steep in a punch bowl  

on the table. They all had a break from picking flowers.

 

The boiled water turns the vibrant red then a deep purple, colouring the water and wilting the 

flowers, before bleaching them yellow or bone white. A very quick process. Much quicker  

than a bruise clearing. The pigments move the same way, and all finished with straining and 

sweetener much the same.

 

 Bags up in that room.

 

The girls bought a glass teapot for my birthday so I could watch the tea draw. Beautiful. The 

younger one makes pots of it for the pleasure of looking. But she pours her water first, then 

drops the dried bits on the surface. The heat pulls ribbons of colour down through the pot. 

As a blood does in a bath but it’s a tart tea. A flower to a teaspoon of sugar.

*

Hair pinned in a roll. Loose ends over the right cheek I could see the right side of her. 

Sometimes earrings, modest pearls but not often. Not jewellery often. Eyes on the darkening 

road home.

 

Two collars: blouse and jacket. Cardigan or light jacket. Navy blue, her preferred colour. 

Serious, classic navy. Her watch facing my way. Upside down, gold rimmed, ticking right but 

upside down. It had me tricked at ten years old.

 

Her hand on the gearstick near me, making it go in the right places. Driving us home from 

Penmon.

*
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His fingers earthen in the cracks. Nails bedded in black; down the sides seams of oil that  

would never come out. His knuckles always swollen from the cars and the cold. Father’s  

hands like rock. Like something dug up. Embarrassing how he held a fork or cup with those 

heavy hams, and impressive how he tightened a bolt with his thumb and forefinger.

 

He cleaned his hands in the yard with green jelly. Swarfega. He’d scoop it out that wide-necked 

pot with fingers made like a spade. A heap of green worked into his wrists and arms and hands. 

Pulling oils out from the cracked skin. Sore after in the water. Impetigo.

 

Father fixed cars, that’s how mother came to drive, and when he wasn’t fixing them he was  

in the pub agreeing to. His grip more at home with the curve of a pint glass than on the handle 

of a cup at the table. His joints hurt less around the curve of his ale.

 

Inside, the spilt

 split skin would be pink. The beneath of that surface, in there where there was 

torment. Dark wiry hairs on the backs of father’s hands. Palm-up in the kitchen skin skin

 sink.  

Plug in and condensation up the window so the whole back yard looked like a dream of brick 

and grey. His eyes disappeared in creases when he lay his hands in the hot bowl.

 

Hard to think those hands were vulnerable, were made primarily from pain. Those same fists 

that caught mother’s face or the living room door.

*

Fluffy bits. Red off socks. Cat hair. Glitter, don’t know what from. Long dark strands from the 

girls’ full heads. None of my thin white wisps, can’t tell them apart from the cat’s. Every step. 

Filthy. The banister’s filthy too, could do with a wet cloth. But this runner—a good stiff brush 

is what this runner needs.

Get the rods out!  

 It’s like felt. It peels back like felt! Filthy.

 

I’ll go up there in a minute. Get my wind back. I’ll go up and bring the bags down. The girls  

can go through them, the scarves and handbags, pleated skirts and stoles  

 Her cardigans.  

Brass buttons and turn-down collars.

 

It’ll all smell of camphor. Camphor and dust. Camphor, dust and cat piss like everything else  

in this place. It’ll be me next in bin bags. Mixed in, the two of us. Personal effects confused.  

My sentiment taken for her safe-keeping. I’ll go up there now and sort it out. The girls won’t 

know, they’ll not know the difference. Daniel’s wife won’t

 Come out of there! How’ve you  

gotten in there? Out of it, now. It’s not for you. Naughty puss. You might look at me like that. 

If you’ve sprayed under that desk you’ll be out this house on the end of my foot  

 Barbara.  

Here. Now.

 

Oh this bloody cat  

 Get down.

 

Where are those two  

 Get down here this instant, you little  

 Sal!  

 swine. Go on! I’ll come up  

there in a minute Barbara and you’ll know about it  

 Oh I’ll do it—give it here you stupid girl—

open that window! She’ll be out of here quicker than she thinks  

 Sal don’t!

Out! Damned cat!  

 Sally!

 

Out! Everybody out. Now.

This is still my house. Nobody’s to come in here. I want everybody out. This is my house.

 

If I wanted to work in a study stinking of urine I’d have pissed on the carpet myself. I’ve had 

enough of it, enough.

*

Skirt. Grey. Woollen with pleats. Tights slack at the ankle. Sandals, brown sometimes wet  

from the sea. Both her feet on the pedals. Brake and accelerator, down on one and then on  

the other and I didn’t know the difference, except under one foot was shiny and worn.


